Abstract-In this paper, convolutional codes are studied for unequal error protection (UEP) from an algebraic theoretical viewpoint. We first show that for every convolutional code there exists at least one optimal generator matrix with respect to UEP. The UEP optimality of convolutional encoders is then combined with several algebraic properties, e.g., systematic, basic, canonical, and minimal, to establish the fundamentals of convolutional codes for UEP. In addition, a generic lower bound on the length of a UEP convolutional code is proposed. Good UEP codes with their lengths equal to the derived lower bound are obtained by computer search.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N many practical applications, e.g., broadcast channels, packet-switching networks, and visual/speech communication systems, it is desirable to design an error-correcting code which can provide unequal error protection (UEP) to make the best use of the channel bandwidth. Previous papers about UEP codes were mainly focused on block codes [1] - [19] . Among those studies, the notion of the separation vector was introduced in [4] to measure the UEP capability of block codes and it was shown that given any linear block code there exists an optimal generator matrix with respect to UEP which has the greatest separation vector among all generator matrices. Bounds on the length of linear UEP block codes were extensively studied in [7] , [11] . Several optimal linear UEP block codes were given in [7] . Besides, nonlinear UEP block codes of better performance than any linear UEP block codes were investigated in [17] - [19] .
Recently, research efforts about UEP have been extended to convolutional codes. Most of the studies are concentrated on developing new UEP schemes, which include using punctured and path-pruned convolutional codes for UEP [20] - [24] and combining low-rate or short-length convolutional codes by special algebraic structures [25] - [28] . Only a few are about the UEP capability of convolutional codes [29] - [38] . Although several authors have pointed out that the separation vector, originally defined for block codes, also serves as an effective UEP measurement for convolutional codes, unfortunately, most of the available results for UEP block codes can not be directly applied to convolutional codes. Therefore, many important algebraic properties of UEP convolutional codes, such as the existence of optimal generator matrices and the relation between UEP and encoding/decoding complexity, have not been well addressed.
In this paper, a full investigation of the UEP capability of convolutional codes is made from an algebraic theoretical viewpoint. First, the UEP capability of convolutional encoders is combined with several algebraic properties, e.g., systematic, basic, canonical, and minimal, to establish the fundamentals of convolutional codes for UEP. For every convolutional code, we prove that there exists at least one optimal generator matrix which has the greatest separation vector and hence the best UEP capability among all generator matrices. Every optimal generator matrix can always be transformed into a basic matrix, which avoids the undesired catastrophic propagation of decoding errors, without sacrificing its UEP optimality. (Even though this property was proposed in [31] , here we give a more well-rounded and detailed exploration.) By a counterexample, however, we show that there may not exist an optimal generator matrix which is also canonical or minimal to minimize both of the encoding and decoding complexity. To optimize the UEP capability while minimize the complexity requirement, several procedures are given for obtaining an optimal generator matrix with the smallest external degree or for searching a canonical generator matrix with the greatest separation vector. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the above desired generator matrices are derived as well. In addition, UEP is combined with systematic generator matrices which are minimal and can provide easy inversion of the encoder operation. Finally, we propose a lower bound on the length of a convolutional code with the given memory distribution and separation vector, based on which optimal (or near optimal) UEP convolutional codes are provided by computer search.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief review of the algebraic theory of convolutional codes. The UEP capability of convolutional encoders is discussed in Section III, where the transformation to make the optimal generator matrices noncatastrophic is also given. The tradeoff between the UEP capability and complexity of convolutional encoders is investigated in Section IV. Section V presents the 0018-9448/$26.00 © 2009 IEEE bound on the length of UEP convolutional codes, where tables of good UEP codes are given. Finally, this work is concluded in Section VI.
II. REVIEW OF THE ALGEBRAIC THEORY OF CONVOLUTIONAL CODES
We begin with a review of the terms and definitions used in the algebraic theory of convolutional codes [39] . Let 1 Given a convolutional encoder, the corresponding degree is defined as the number of delay elements in the encoder. The external degree of a PGM corresponds to the degree of its direct-form or controller canonical form encoder. Denote the minimum degree of all possible encoders of a given generator matrix by the McMillan degree; this quantity is commensurate to the minimum complexity of building the encoder and conducting the Viterbi decoding algorithm for a given generator matrix. With respect to the internal, external, and McMillan degrees, some special generator matrices are introduced. A PGM is canonical if and only if it is basic and reduced [39] . Given a convolutional code, the row degrees, called the Forney indices, are the same for all canonical PGMs [39] . The degree of a code can be shown equal to the minimum McMillan degree among all generator matrices [40] , which implies that every canonical generator matrix is also minimal. As a result of [41] , [42] , basic and minimal generator matrices always have polynomial right inverses, for which polynomial codewords imply polynomial inputs; both classes of generator matrices are hence noncatastrophic. There is another class of systematic generator matrices defined as those of the form , under proper permutation of columns, where is the identity matrix and is a matrix over , which are minimal [39] and possess the advantage of easy inversion of the encoder operation. For further properties of basic, reduced, canonical, minimal, and systematic generator matrices, please refer to [31] , [39] - [44] .
III. CONVOLUTIONAL ENCODERS FOR UEP
Convolutional codes are conventionally used for equal error protection; in such applications, the free distance defined as the minimum weight of nonzero codewords is unarguably an effective parameter for performance evaluation [39] . However, ordinary convolutional codes with may possess the UEP capability. For example, consider a binary convolutional code with generator matrix (1) Denote by (the Laurent series of) the information bit sequence fed to the th input of the encoder for . Suppose this code is used for transmission over additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels with binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation. The bit error rate (BER) curves of and by Viterbi decoding are plotted in Fig. 1 , where is observed to experience a better protection than with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gain around 3 dB at BER . This code can hence be used for UEP as long as the data of distinct BER requirements are properly fed into the encoder. Similar to the free distance, the UEP capability of a convolutional encoder can be described by the separation vector, originally proposed for block codes in [4] , or called the free-input distance in [37] , defined here. By this definition, the minimum of 's is hence the free distance of the convolutional code. A large value of implies a small BER for the information sequence fed into the th input of the encoder at high SNRs [32] , [33] . For the code with generator matrix in (1) 
A. Optimal Generator Matrix
For two vectors of real numbers and , define if and only if , . The two vectors and are said to be comparable if either or . In the following, we define an optimal generator matrix which has the greatest separation vector among all generator matrices of a given code.
Definition 6: Given a convolutional code , a generator matrix is called optimal (with respect to UEP) if for any other generator matrix of , there exists a permutation of vector components such that .
To achieve the optimal UEP performance, it is desirable to use an optimal generator matrix for encoding. However, given a convolutional code, we observe that there may exist generator matrices with incomparable separation vectors. For example, consider a binary convolutional code with generator matrices and which result in two incomparable separation vectors and . A question naturally arises that whether there always exists an optimal generator matrix for every convolutional code. Moreover, if the answer is positive, how to find an optimal one? Suppose for the moment there exists at least one optimal generator matrix. We first derive a necessary and sufficient condition for optimal generator matrices in Theorem 1 and then obtain Corollary 1 for the available separation vectors of all generator matrices of a given code. To show the existence of optimal generator matrices of a given convolutional code, we further define a class of monotonically weight-retaining matrices below. is hence monotonically weight-retaining, which implies that is weight-retaining.
By Theorems 1 and 2, we can further obtain that a weightretaining matrix is an optimal generator matrix. . Since , it also implies the UEP optimality of both and .
By Corollary 2 and Statement b) in Theorem 2, Procedure 1 is proposed for obtaining a monotonically weight-retaining (and hence optimal) PGM for a given convolutional code.
Procedure 1:
Step 1) Given an convolutional code , choose a polynomial codeword such that . Set . If , go to Step 5; else go to the next step.
Step 2) Choose a polynomial codeword such that
Step 3) Set . Step 4) If , then replace by and go to Step 2; else go to the next step.
Step 5) Set to be the generator matrix of rows , which will be a desired optimal generator matrix for .
B. Transformation Between Optimal Generator Matrices
To clarify the transformation between optimal generator matrices, consider a binary convolutional code which has an optimal generator matrix with . Suppose we choose a transformation matrix which is lower triangular; the resulting generator matrix is still optimal. However, if the following nonlower triangular matrix is selected:
we have and the optimality is destroyed. Such an interesting observation motivates Lemma 2. (5) By (2), (3) and (5), it follows that
However, since is optimal, we have ; together with (6), it hence implies that and is also optimal.
By extending the concept of a lower triangular matrix, an effective lower triangular matrix is defined as follows. where all zero entries in the blank area are neglected for convenience. If , , an effectively lower triangular matrix will be reduced to a lower triangular matrix. Based on the effectively lower triangular matrices, a necessary and sufficient condition for the transformation between all optimal generator matrices is derived in Theorem 3. (8) and (9) Then, we have Since and , it implies . Therefore, neither nor is optimal. Following a similar procedure in the above proof, we can easily obtain the same result for other cases of which are not effectively lower triangular, thereby completing the proof.
For convolutional codes, there exist a class of catastrophic generator matrices [39] . If a catastrophic generator matrix is used for encoding, a finite number of channel errors can cause an infinite number of decoding errors. This should be avoided at all costs. Although Procedure 1 can generate an optimal PGM for any given code, it does not guarantee the resulting matrix to be noncatastrophic. In the following, we will show how to transform an optimal PGM into a noncatastrophic matrix without sacrificing the optimality. Consider an optimal PGM of an convolutional code . Without loss of generality, assume is in the nondecreasing order. It has been shown in [39] , which implies is basic [39] . Therefore, is successfully transformed into a PGM which is optimal and basic, and we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4: Every convolutional code has at least an optimal PGM which is also basic and hence noncatastrophic.
Remark: This theorem was proposed previously in [31, Section 11.3], but no detailed proof was given.
Example 1: Consider a binary convolutional code with a canonical generator matrix which has the separation vector . After Procedure 1, we obtain a monotonically weight-retaining and hence optimal PGM with the separation vector increased to . Furthermore, by (10), we have where and, hence Therefore, the basic generator matrix consisting of the first 3 rows of is which is also an optimal PGM for .
Remark: Note that there existed UEP results for linear block codes [4] , [5] parallel to Lemma 1 and all those in Section III-A except Corollary 1. The transformation between optimal generator matrices by the effectively lower triangular matrices defined in Section III-B is also similar to that between the canonical-form generator matrices for linear UEP block codes [2] . Not only for convolutional codes, in fact it can be shown that Lemma 1, all the UEP results in Section III-A, Lemma 2, and Theorem 3 hold for all linear codes.
IV. RELATION BETWEEN UEP CAPABILITY AND COMPLEXITY OF CONVOLUTIONAL ENCODERS
In Example 1, is transformed into to achieve the optimal UEP performance but at the cost of increasing the external degree from to . For a PGM, the external degree corresponds to the number of memory elements in its direct-form realization, which dominates the complexity of building the encoder and conducting the Viterbi algorithm. To reduce the hardware/computation complexity while maintain the optimal UEP capability, it is desirable to find an optimal generator matrix which is also canonical or minimal (hence with the minimum degree) for encoding. However, the following example shows that in general there may not exist such a desirable matrix for every convolutional code.
Example 2: Consider a convolutional code generated by the following canonical PGM: which has and . By Procedure 1, we obtain an optimal PGM with , , and the . Obviously, is neither canonical nor minimal, since its external degree and McMillan degree are larger than . As a result of [45] , there are only a finite number of minimal generator matrices for a convolutional code. Evaluating all the minimal generator matrices for shows that all of them have separation vectors equal to ( ), and hence no minimal generator matrix is optimal. Since every canonical PGM is also minimal, it indicates that for there exists no optimal generator matrix which is also canonical or minimal.
Since there is no guarantee that an optimal generator matrix can always achieve the degree of the code, the tradeoff between the complexity and UEP capability can then be tackled from two aspects. On the one hand, we can keep the UEP optimality of a generator matrix and try to minimize the corresponding complexity requirement. On the other hand, we can optimize the UEP capability of a generator matrix while still keep the minimal complexity. In the following, we first characterize the PGMs for which the external degree is as small as possible among all optimal generator matrices.
A. Optimal Generator Matrix With Lowest External Degree
For a convolutional code , define to be the set of all optimal generator matrices and to be the set of the optimal PGMs with the smallest external degree among . Let be a set of integers such that , , and . For convenience, define . The subcodes of are independent of the choice of generator matrices and have the property that . Conversely, suppose . Assume that does not satisfy Condition b) for some . Then the external degree of can be reduced, and it yields a generator matrix having external degree less than , thereby reaching a contradiction.
By Theorem 5, we have the following procedure for obtaining a PGM .
Procedure 2:
Step 1) Given an convolutional code with , find a least-degree codeword .
Step 2) Set , , and . Go to Step 5.
Step 3) Find a least-degree codeword .
Step 4) Set and .
Step 5) If , then set and go to Step 3; else set and go to Step 6. Step 6) If , then set and go to Step 3; else stop.
The subcodes can be obtained from an arbitrary optimal generator matrix for , e.g., the optimal generator matrix obtained by Procedure 1. Then, by Theorem 1, there exists such that , . Although Procedure 2 can be used to find an optimal PGM with the smallest external degree among all optimal generator matrices, there is no guarantee that the resulting optimal PGM is noncatastrophic. In the following, we turn to find an optimal PGM which is basic and with the external degree as small as possible. Based on Theorem 3, we can obtain the necessary and sufficient conditions for the transformation of basic and optimal PGMs in Corollary 3. (14), a procedure for obtaining a PGM with the smallest external degree among all the PGMs which are both basic and optimal is proposed here.
Procedure 3:
Step 1) Given an convolutional code , find a generator matrix which is basic and optimal based on the discussion in Section III. Suppose that has rows 's, , and is in the nondecreasing order of distinct component values, each with repetitions, .
Step 2) Set , , and be the collection of all codewords whose degree is not more than .
Step 3) Choose independent codewords, say , of the smallest sum of degrees from which are independent to all codewords in and satisfy the following constraints:
. . .
. . . where is a matrix over , , is unimodular, and . Step 4) Set and .
Step 5) If
, then replace by and go to Step 3; else go to the next step.
Step 6) Set to be the generator matrix whose rows consist of all codewords in , which will be a desired basic and optimal PGM of the smallest external degree. Since the degree of each row of never exceeds , the initialization of in Step 2 and the constraints on choosing in
Step 3 can guarantee the correctness of Procedure 3. Moreover, owing to the finite cardinality of , Procedure 3 can be finished in finite steps.
Example 3:
Consider the convolutional code in Example 1. By Procedure 3, is converted to the following basic and optimal PGM: Then, a reduction of 4 in the external degree is obtained. Moreover, since is the same as the degree of the code, it implies that achieves both of the optimal UEP capability and the lowest complexity requirement in this case.
B. Relation Between Optimal and Canonical Generator Matrices
In Section IV-B, the discussion is concerned with minimizing the external degree of a basic and optimal PGM. For further investigation of the UEP optimality and canonicity of generator matrices, we are now interested in how much the separation vector can be increased as the generator matrix is required to be canonical. First, if there exists a canonical PGM which has the greatest separation vector among all canonical PGMs, the corresponding necessary and sufficient condition is given in Theorem 6. which is of full rank and has the external degree less than , hence, contradicting the canonicity of . For the remaining case that , with the same choice of as in the case that , the matrix of the form in (15) is of full rank and with the external degree less than , which also contradicts the assumption that is canonical, thereby completing the proof. (16), is, therefore, a desired canonical generator matrix which has the greatest separation vector among all canonical generator matrices.
Since the constructive proof of Theorem 7 can be employed to produce a canonical PGM with the greatest separation vectors among all canonical matrices, a ready-made search procedure will be available as long as we can find all the 's which can be spanned by canonical PGMs. In the following, a necessary and sufficient condition is first presented to test whether can be spanned by a canonical PGM. Based on Theorem 7 and Lemma 4, Procedure 4 is then proposed for construction of a canonical PGM with the best UEP capability. , then replace by and go to Step 7; else stop and will be a desired canonical generator matrix of the greatest separation vector for .
In Steps 3 and 4, it is checked whether is canonically splittable or not. Since all 's can be specified by an optimal generator matrix by Theorem 1, we never miss any which is canonically splittable after the search in Steps 1 to 5. Also by the constraints on producing in Step 7, the correctness of Procedure 4 is therefore guaranteed.
Example 4:
Consider the convolutional code in Example 1 with an optimal generator matrix of and . We have By Lemma 4, it follows that , , and are canonically splittable. By Procedure 4, is updated as follows:
Since , in this case, the resulting canonical PGM is also optimal but with the external degree reduced to .
C. Relation Between Optimal and Systematic Generator Matrices
Systematic generator matrices which inherit the lowest McMillan degree and the noncatastrophic property of minimal generator matrices and possess the advantage of easy inversion of the encoder operation have been extensively employed for encoding of convolutional codes in various applications. To optimize the UEP performance by systematic encoding, we intend to find a systematic generator matrix which has the greatest separation vector among all systematic matrices. However, as shown in Example 5, we observe that there may not exist a systematic generator matrix which is also optimal for every convolutional code.
Example 5:
Consider the convolutional code in Example 1 with the optimal separation vector . By exhaustive search, there are four kinds of systematic generator matrices for :
without considering the possible permutation of rows and multiplication of scalars over GF . Since , , none of the above systematic generator matrices is optimal.
Recall Theorem 6 which presents the necessary and sufficient condition of a canonical generator matrix with the greatest separation vector among all canonical matrices, where the canonicity of generator matrices is surprisingly not used throughout the proof. The same necessary and sufficient condition can then be combined with the following Lemma 5 to yield Theorem 8 for the existence of a systematic generator matrix with the greatest separation vector among all systematic generator matrices for a given code. 
where the left columns form the identity matrix followed by columns of all zero entries, and 's ; otherwise, a proper permutation of the components of every codeword can be conducted to make (18) 
successively, we can obtain with and where 's are generated in a similar way to those in (20) , . Since , it implies that Therefore, is a desired systematic generator matrix with the greatest separation vector.
Similar to the discussion in Section IV-C, the constructive proof of Theorem 8 can be employed to generate a systematic generator matrix with the largest separation vector as long as we can find all the 's which are spanned by systematic generator matrices. In Lemma 6, necessary and sufficient conditions are presented to check whether can be spanned by a systematic generator matrix. Then, Procedure 5 is proposed for obtaining a systematic generator matrix with the best UEP capability. Therefore, if the systematic property is preserved, then the greatest separation vector available is , which is consistent with the observation in Example 5.
V. BOUND ON LENGTH OF UEP CONVOLUTIONAL CODES
Besides the above discussion on UEP generator matrices, another basic and significant issue worth investigation is to find a UEP convolutional code with a given memory distribution and a separation vector such that its length is minimized and hence its information rate is maximized. In this section, a lower bound on the length of an convolutional code with the given memory distribution and separation vector is proposed. Let be a canonical PGM for and denote the degree of the th row of by , . For any integer , define to be the set of polynomial codewords of degree , and then is a vector space over . We denote the -dimension of by and the -dimension of with respect to the th message space by . It is clear that . The dimension of the polynomial subcode for the th message space can then be computed from the code's Forney indices as shown next. (24) Since (24) holds for all possible 's with , the proof is thus completed.
By Theorem 9, many lower bounds on the length of a linear UEP block code may then be employed to establish lower bounds on the length of a UEP convolutional code. For example, by the generalized Griesmer bound [7] , [11] , we have where denotes the order of and is a permutation such that is nonincreasingly ordered.
A canonical PGM with separation vector satisfying the lower bound (23) with equality does not mean that it is optimal over all codes of the same Forney indices. We have Definition 9 for "UEP-optimal" convolutional codes.
Definition 9:
An convolutional code with separation vector is said to be UEP-optimal over all codes with Forney indices if and only if an convolutional code with separation vector larger than and Forney indices does not exist.
Good UEP convolutional codes with canonical optimal PGMs, obtained by computer search, are shown in Tables I-III  with and , respectively. In the tables, every polynomial is expressed in the octal form. For example, the polynomial is first rewritten as and then converted to binary string which is in the the octal form. Note that all the convolutional codes shown in Tables I-III satisfy the lower bound in (23) with equality; those which are further verified to be UEP-optimal are marked by . Compared with optimal convolutional codes with which were reported previously without consideration of UEP, we observe that many optimal codes have the intrinsic UEP capability. For those codes, the results presented here can be employed to optimize the protection and complexity requirements. However, for the other optimal codes which can provide equal error protection only, UEP is usually obtained at the cost of a worsened BER performance for some of the information bits. For example, consider the optimal binary convolutional code with generator matrix [39] and for equal error protection only. For UEP codes with the same , , and degree of the code, the best two in Table II are with the following generator matrices: and . The simulation results of the three codes on AWGN channels with BPSK modulation are shown in Fig. 2 , where the BER curves are consistent with the above discussion.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the UEP capability of convolutional codes from an algebraic perspective. For every convolutional code, we prove the existence of optimal generator matrices for UEP and show that there exists at least one optimal PGM which is basic and hence noncatastrophic with the aid of effective lower triangular matrices. A counterexample shows that in general the set of optimal generator matrices for a given convolutional code may contain neither canonical nor minimal generator matrices which achieve the minimum degree requirement. To optimize the tradeoff between UEP performance and hardware/computation complexity, we turn to find an optimal PGM with the smallest external degree among all optimal PGMs or a canonical generator matrix with the greatest separation vector among all canonical PGMs. In addition, UEP is combined with systematic generator matrices. Although the comparison of separation vectors involves a partial ordering, we show the existence of the above desirable generator matrices along with corresponding necessary and sufficient conditions. Several procedures are also given for obtaining these desirable generator matrices. Finally, we propose a lower bound on the length of a UEP convolutional code with given Forney indices and separation vector. Several convolutional codes that are UEP-optimal or near UEP-optimal are presented with their lengths equal to the derived lower bound.
